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I’ve got to let you all into a little
secret. I’ve been quietly following
Mick Saunders’ rebuild of his bike
for a while now and could not wait
to see it freshly completed just a few
weeks ago.
As soon as it presented itself before
me…I knew that it was a winner, not
only because of the sumptuous paint
but also due to the time, effort and
patience to lovingly revitalise this
great looking Harley.
I met up with Mick and his partner;
Vicky at the Lion Rally this year and
although they had supported the
DRG for a long while, this was to be
our first meeting…and what a real
treat it was too.

MICK
SAUNDERS’
Super
Glide
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2006 Harley
Davidson FXDCI
1450 cc Super
Glide Custom

Both Mick and his partner Vicky are keen
photographers…indeed we’ve featured their
photos in past issues, so when the opportunity
arose to get some great shots of the beautiful
looking bike and get details of the build, it seemed
the obvious choice to feature it here to showcase
the quality of the work and effort engaged.
I asked Mick if he could tell us more of the process
and the inspiration behind it…here is rhyme and
reason!
“Last year I entered my bike into the custom show
at the 2015 Lion rally and won best in show. So
this year I wanted to do some changes to my 10
year old bike as she was starting to look a bit tired
In 2014 I chopped the rear fender and Frenched
in the rear light but this year I decided it was time
to spruce her up.
I stripped down the top end, removed the primary
and cam covers, starter motor removed, old cams
and bearings replaced with screaming eagle cam
bearings, replaced the stock cams with new
screaming eagle 255 cams

Then I de-chromed the heavy
breather with industrial Scotch Brite
and sprayed the main body black.
I then masked up the engine and then
spent 2 weeks rubbing her down and
getting ready for a new engine
colour.
Using Harley Davidson textured
black paint, I resprayed the tired old
silver engine to a brand new looking
black engine. (Good tip! Pour boiling
water in a jug and let the can float
for 20 mins)
Sitting at home one night going
through a box of old bits and bobs I
found a Willie G emblem that fell off
my wallet chain the year before.
I had a vision of this being part of the
timing cover so set to work with a
tube of epoxy resin and a bolt. I
drilled the timing cover and bolted it
on...this was also sprayed black.
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I replaced every external bolt with new ones.
Fitted 2005 ridged Dyna side plates after a few
mods which included making the holes bigger and
made some rear brackets to hold the new
indicators.
I removed the rear wheel, rubbed down the swing
arm and resprayed it gloss black. I formed a new
side mount plate holder and also fitted a new
custom chrome LED rear light.
I fitted a set of Fat Bob twin head lights and had
the bracket made by J and B classics from Redhill,
Surrey (John, there, is an amazing fabricator)
Got my poor fiancée; Vicky to clean both the rear
and front wheels ’til her fingers bled. She also
cleaned and degreased all the other shinny parts.
When we both rebuilt the engine we decided the
frame was now letting her down so after hours of
masking everything else, we rubbed down and
resprayed the frame. Vicky is now fully trained in a
torque wrench and knows the difference between
UNC and UNF nuts and bolts.
The fender and tank were away being sprayed by
Gary from Surrey Customs with a new design.
I’ve had flames & skulls before, so this year was
time for something different. We got the tank back
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the night before the rally and having rebuilt the
engine ourselves we were nervous to see if she
was gonna start…but guess what she bloody
started on the 2nd press of the button.
We had to leave it running for ten minutes to
bake the engine paint, a little worrying when you
see all the smoke coming from the engine. Then
an hour to cool down, then another 10 min bake.
The neighbours weren’t impressed as they
couldn’t hear ‘Corrie' on the TV”
From top to bottom, front to back…I absolutely
effin love this bike. From the gleaming black to
the shiny chrome, apes and twin beamers up
front and the quite simply divine paint job on the
tank. A paint that draws you in with its multi
layers of detail and it’s hard to look away. So
good was this that we thought it should win Best
Paint at the Lion Rally this year…and it did. Very
well deserved.
I love to see folk working towards completing
what vision they had for their ride. Mick did a fab
job here and I may go knocking on his door for
useful tips and ideas when I get to build mine.
We Salute You!
1450 cc stage 2 engine
Tuner Dyno jet Power vision PV2
Breather Harley Davidson heavy breather
Updated rocker housing breathers
Screaming eagle cam bearings
Screaming eagle 255 race cams
Vance and Hines big radius 2 into 2 Pipes
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